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Understanding Discounted Cash Flows

1 Objective
The aim of this briefing paper is to explain and examine the Discounted Cash Flow
(DCF) approach to the valuation of investment opportunities and also of companies
and their shares. We first cover the basics of DCF – the principles and the process of
discounting and the investment maths itself. Then we go on to look at typical
valuation models used by investment analysts and how communications can help to
ensure that a company’s share price reflects fair value.

1.1 What is Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)?
The value of any investment is the value of all the future cash flows associated with
it. So in theory, to value an investment, we simply have to forecast the future cash
flows and add them together.
However, there is a problem here. We know intuitively that £1 now is worth more
than £1 receivable in 5 years’ time. If we had the money now, we could invest it and
earn an investment return. There is an opportunity cost to future cash flows and this
is referred to as the time value of money.
So we need to discount future cash flows to take account of this opportunity cost,
before we add them together. The discounting takes account of the time value of
money - ie it puts all the cash flows into present day values.
This theory is used extensively in project appraisal, where managers will calculate the
net present value (NPV) of an investment, by deducting the initial investment from
the present value of all the future expected cash flows. The same theory is also
used in company valuation – we could value a company’s shares by forecasting all the
future dividends and discounting them back to present day values.

1.2 Practical Application of DCF Valuation
As a technique, DCF is at the heart of the valuation of a whole range of investment
opportunities. It is used


To appraise capital expenditure projects within companies



To value investments in property



To value life insurance portfolios (Embedded Value)



To value acquisition opportunities



And of course, by analysts and investors when they are valuing companies.

You will also come across DCF techniques in the valuation of defined benefits
pension scheme surpluses and deficits and in the annual impairment reviews that
companies must undertake under IFRS for determining the value of goodwill which
has arisen on past acquisitions and other assets.
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2 Principles of DCF
First we need to understand 5 key concepts:
 Valuing investments is all about the future, not what has happened in the
past. It is the future returns that will benefit the new investor so that is what
they are interested in. Past returns have already gone to past investors. We can
liken investing to driving a car. We always have our view focused on the road
ahead. We check the rear view mirror from time to time, but most of our time
and energy is directed towards anticipating what will happen next. It is the same
with investing.
 What counts is cash. Investment is about making money. You would only be
interested in investing if you thought you would get cash back at some point.
Depending on the type of investment, you might expect your original investment
back + a little extra by way of interest. Alternatively you might be expecting to
be able to sell your investment at a profit, creating a capital gain in which case
income may be less important.
 Risk and return are inextricably linked. If you put your money in the bank, you
regard it as relatively safe – in effect, risk-free. You will receive interest and you
know that you will get your money back. However, there are alternative
investment opportunities. You could put the money into shares instead. Shares
are more risky - there is no guarantee that you will get your money back, nor is
it certain that the shares will pay dividends. So the shares would only be
attractive to you if you thought that they would give you a significantly higher
return than leaving your money in the bank and taking no risk.
 Investors always consider the opportunity cost – the return that they have
passed up by settling for a particular investment. The opportunity cost is what
the investor could have received for an alternative investment with similar risk
characteristics. Very simply, if an investor decides to put money in one bank
rather than another, then the opportunity cost is the interest rate that he or she
would have earned in the bank that was rejected.
 Investors also value liquidity and will factor this in to a valuation. This is the
ability to get your money back at a reasonable price at any time. For example,
we are generally prepared to accept a lower interest rate from the bank on an
instant access account than from a term deposit. Similarly, small company
shares may be much more difficult to sell if something goes wrong than the
shares of a large company. As a result, they will tend to trade at a lower price.
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3 The Tim
me Valu
ue of Money
Befo
ore we go on
n to look att DCF techniques for va
aluation, wee need to un
nderstand the
t
time
e value of money.
m
gine you are
e offered ei ther £1,000
0 today or £1,000
£
in fivve years’ time. You wo
ould
Imag
take
e the money
y now since it is worth more to you today thaan in five years’ time. If
I
you have the money
m
todayy, you can in
nvest it so that in five yyears’ time it will have
wn in value. Or in othe
er words, th
here is an alternative in
nvestment opportunity
o
grow
(or
oppo
ortunity cos
st) to take i nto accountt.
s means tha
at when we’ re considering the valu
ue of futuree cash flows, we need to
This
“disc
count” them
m back to prresent day values
v
to un
nderstand w
what they arre worth in
toda
ay’s money.

3.1
1 Compo
ounding
To understand
u
discounting
g, we must first unders
stand comp
pounding.
vestment off £100 in a bank account, which p
pays 10% intterest a yea
ar.
Consider an inv
ume that the interest fo
or each perriod is reinvested:
Assu

ure value of £100 invessted for a ye
ear at 10% is £100 + £
£10 = £110
Futu
1
x (1+ 0.1)
0
= 110
or, 100
ckets simpl y representts 100% + 10%.
1
This iss simply you
ur original
The part in brac
h a further 10% added by way of interest.
investment with
After two years:
110 x (1+ 0.1) = 121
After three yearrs:
121 x (1+ 0.1) = 133.1
w
we hav
ve done is th
his:
So what
100 x 1.1 x 1.1
1 x 1.1 = 13
33.1
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Therre is a shortt cut to thiss:
100 x 1.13 (this just mean
ns multiplied
d by 1.1 thrree times ovver).
100 x 1.13 = 133.1
uture value = present vvalue x (1 + i)n
So fu
his formula, “i” is the in
nterest rate, expressed
d as a decim
mal and “n” is the numb
ber
In th
of ye
ears. This is
i called com
mpounding.

3.2
2 Discou
unting
Disc
counting is simply the o
opposite off compound
ding – how tto get to the
e present va
alue
of £100 from th
he future va
alue of £133.1. The op
pposite of m
multiplying is dividing, so
we simply
s
divid
de by 1 pluss the interes
st rate n number of tim
mes over:
Pres
sent value =

future value
(1 + i)n

Exam
mple:
Wha
at is the present value ((PV) of £2,9
938 receivab
ble in 5 yea rs’ time, using a discount
rate of 8%? To discount, w
we need to divide
d
by 1 + 0.08 fivee times:
Pres
sent value =

8 = £2,00
00
£2,938
5
1.08
Disc
counting lets us assesss today’s value (ie the present
p
valu
ue) of investtment returrns
that will be rece
eived at som
me point in the future.
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4 Using DCF
D
forr Projec
ct Appra
aisal
Let’s
s consider how
h
we mig
ght use DCF
F techniques
s to assess a business decision as
s to
whether purcha
asing a new
w asset is a worthwhile
w
investmentt.

4.1
1 Projectt Examplle
A co
ompany is considering buying data
a storage eq
quipment fo
or £30,000. This is
expe
ected to red
duce labourr and storag
ge cost from
m £60,000 a year to £5
51,000 a yea
ar
for the
t next five
e years - an
n annual sav
ving of £9,0
000.
Simple Cash Fllow Model

s to whethe r the total cash
c
profit is enough to
o justify the
e project
The decision as
ends primarily on the ffirm’s cost of
o capital – ie what invvestors could get for th
heir
depe
mon
ney if they did
d not inve st in this prroject. Let us assume tthat discount rate1 is 10%.
1
ws on a tim
me line. We h
have then discounted
d
e
each
The picture below shows tthe cash flow
w back to prresent day values.
v
In effect, what this does is
s to take
yearr’s cash flow
acco
ount of the 10% return that the shareholder would
w
have w
wanted. So for examplle,
the first
f
£9k received in ye
ear 1 wouldn’t be worth £9k to thee sharehold
ders becaus
se if
they
y’d had the money now
w, they could
d have earn
ned a year’s return of 10%.
1
Taking this
into account, th
he £9k is on
nly worth £8
8.2k today.

1 See
e section 4.2
2 - Where doe
es the discou
unt rate come from?
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Projject Example @ 10%

This
s project ma
akes a profi t, even afte
er taking into account tthe 10% tha
at the
sharreholders ex
xpect. We c all this a po
ositive NPV. Generally,, a positive NPV signifie
es a
wortth-while pro
oject (the p
project produces a proffit of £4,117
7 over and above whatt the
sharreholders ex
xpect).
ur cost of ca
apital rises (for riskier projects, fo
or example), the projec
ct
Of course as ou
nd less wortth-while. Iff we do the same calcu
ulations at 20%,
2
we can
n see
will look less an
which indic
cates that it does not co
over the cost of capital
that the NPV is negative – w
e not worth undertakin
ng.
and is therefore
Projject Example @ 20%
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Projject Example @ 15%
en. We wou
uld refer to this as the internal ratte of
At around 15%, the projectt breaks eve
he IRR is the
e rate of intterest which
h leaves a n et present value
v
of zerro.
return (IRR). Th
as being the
e annualised compoun
nd rate of re
eturn implic
cit in
You could also think of it a
the project.

mpanies mig
ght use IRRss to evaluate projects by
b setting a hurdle rate
e of return (say,
(
Com
15%). They wou
uld then acccept projectts with an IR
RR of more tthan 15% and reject th
hose
h a lower IRR
R.
with

4.2
2 Where Does th e Discou
unt Rate Come FFrom?
The interest ratte (or discou
unt rate) tak
kes accountt of the opp
portunity co
ost – ie it is the
w
expe
ect from an alternative investmentt with simila
ar risk
return that we would
charracteristics.
hether we are valuing a project or the company as a who
ole,
In a company example, wh
o
y risk has to
o be viewed from the perspective
p
o
stors who
of the inves
the opportunity
prov
vide the cap
pital that en ables the company to operate and
d invest.
c
is entirely fun
nded by sha
areholders therefore,
t
tthe discount rate will be
b
If a company
the return that shareholde
ers expect frrom this typ
pe of share,, given the risk. Of
ks involved in shares arre much gre
eater than leending the company
courrse, the risk
mon
ney – if things go wron g sharehold
ders can (an
nd sometim es do) lose everything.
The return that the shareh
holders expe
ect is the op
pportunity ccost for sha
areholders or
o
st of equity””.
“cos
c
is financed b
by a mixture
e of debt and equity, th
hen the costt of capital
If a company
overrall will be a blend of th
he cost of equity
e
and the cost of d
debt. We ca
all this the
weig
ghted average cost of ccapital (WAC
CC). For ex
xample: A ccompany is financed 50
0%
by equity
e
costin
ng 10% and 50% by deb
bt costing 5%.
5
The weeighted average cost of
capital is thereffore 7.5% (h
half of 10% + half of 5%
%).
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m
appra
aise a proje ct at the co
ompany’s WA
ACC since tthe project will contribute
We might
to th
he returns available
a
to debt and equity investtors.
wever, if we were valuin
ng a company’s dividen
nd stream, w
we would va
alue this at the
How
costt of equity – since the d
dividends re
epresent retturns to thee shareholders only.
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5 Using DCF
D
to Value Cost
C
Sav
vings
Wha
at happens when
w
the fo
orecast period is not fin
nite? Take ffor example
e a compan
ny
whic
ch is restruc
cturing. Th
his may invo
olve the com
mpany spen ding money
y on new
systems and cu
utting back on staff to achieve perrmanent cosst savings. The
enditure tak
kes place no
ow, but the cost saving
gs are achieeved in perp
petuity (at le
east
expe
in th
heory).
act the present value off the cost savings can be calculateed using a very
v
simple
In fa
perp
petuity form
mula - you ssimply divid
de the annua
al cash flow
w by the discount rate.

5.1
1 How th
he Numb
bers Worrk
£10 per year fo
or ever, with
h interest ra
ates at 10% would equaate to a capital value off
£100
£10
0.1

= £100

(The
e 0.1 is simp
ply 10% exp
pressed as a decimal)
Look
king at this the other w
way around,, if you put £100 in thee bank at 10
0%, you wou
uld
rece
eive annual income for ever of £10
0.
The formula loo
oks like thiss:

5.2
2 Cost Sa
avings Example
This
s formula is often used to find the
e capital valu
ue of cost ssavings. For example:
Pre-tax cost savings are esstimated to
o be £100m per year. T
The tax rate
e is 25%. Th
he
com
mpany’s costt of capital is 8%.
After tax cost savings are £75 per yea
ar for ever (in
( theory).
So the value is

£75 m = £937m
0.0 8

The formula loo
oks like thiss:

This
s is often ho
ow analysts and commentators calculate the vvalue of cos
st savings in
M&A
A (mergers & acquisitio
ons) activity
y.
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6 Using DCF
D
to Value Compan
C
nies
We have
h
seen how
h
to use D
DCF techniq
ques for finite projects and we hav
ve seen how
w to
value annual ca
ash flows go
oing on fore
ever. Comp
panies preseent a furthe
er challenge
e.
e cash flowss potentially
y go on fore
ever, but theey may continue to gro
ow.
Not only do the
ole Compan
ny DCF Mod
del
Who

6.1
1 Equity or Enterrprise?
Befo
ore we go on
n to look att a real com
mpany example, there's an importa
ant concept
that applies to all valuation
n methods that we nee
ed to undersstand, whic
ch is whethe
er
prise or equity.
you are valuing the enterp
s what enterprise val ue is all abo
out, we nee
ed to delve a little deep
per into wha
at it
To see
is th
hat we are trrying to val ue – a comp
pany’s shares – its equ
uity. We tend
d to take th
he
equiity value (market capita
alisation) as
s the value of a compa ny. Howeve
er, if we apply
the same conce
ept to our h ouse, we ca
an clearly se
ee that if wee have a mo
ortgage, the
e
ot equate to
o the value of the equitty.
value of the house does no
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Ente
erprise Value

e left after selling
s
the house
h
and p
paying off the loan. Yo
ou
The equity is what we have
at the value
e of the ente
erprise (the house in th
his case) is the same as
can also see tha
v
of the
e equity and
d the debt. Exactly the same appli es to a com
mpany. The
the value
value of the entterprise is tthe value off the equity (the markett capitalizattion) plus th
he
Y
could tthink of enterprise valu
ue as being the amount you’d hav
ve to
value of debt. You
1
of a co
ompany’s ca
ash flows.
pay to secure 100%
ating cash flows
f
discounted at thee weighted average cost of
In DCF valuation, the opera
would then deduct
d
the
capital (WACC) gives you t he value of the enterprrise. You w
o arrive at t he value of the equity. This is thee most commonly used
d
value of debt to
del.
mod
ws, or the dividends, discounted aat the cost of
o equity wo
ould
Alternatively, net cash flow
equity. This
s model is more
m
comm only used for
f valuing
give you the value of the e
ks.
bank

6.2
2 Dividen
nd Disco
ount Mod
del
The dividend discount mod
del is one of
o the simplest DCF mo
odels for valuing
mpanies. This model asssumes:
com
ue of equity = present vvalue of futture dividen
nd stream in
n perpetuity
y (for ever),
Valu
discounted at the cost of e
equity.
ersion of th is model us
ses an adaptation of th
he perpetuity formula to
The simplest ve
value a share:
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The idea of this formula is that the cash flows are discounted at the cost of equity
and grown at a chosen growth rate. In effect, we are taking the cash flows down at
one rate and growing them on at another – so the bottom of the formula is simply
the net of these two effects. The formula will only work if the growth rate is lower
than the cost of equity. This is not likely to be a problem as it is hard to imagine a
company growing forever at a very high rate.
Example: A company pays a dividend of 5p per share. Future dividends are
expected to grow at 4% per year. The cost of equity is 9%.
Value of share =

5p x 1.04 (next year’s dividend - grown on at 4%)
0.09-0.04 (cost of equity – growth, both expressed as decimals)

Value of share =

5.2p
0.05

= 104p

The model is very sensitive to changes in both the growth rate and the discount rate:
Let’s now assume that future dividends are expected to grow at 6% per year. The
cost of equity is still 9%. Here the high growth rate pushes the value up to 177p.
Value of share =

5p x 1.06 = 177p
0.09-0.06

Let’s now assume that future dividends are expected to grow at 4% per year but that
the cost of equity is 11%. Now the high cost of equity (perhaps reflecting additional
risk) is pushing the value down.
Value of share =

5p x 1.04 = 74p
0.11-0.04

Clearly, this model is best suited for mature companies with long-term stable (often
low) growth and a steady, predictable dividend stream.
For companies that have a period of fast growth followed by maturity, you could
build a two-stage model – forecasting dividends explicitly for the first 5 years and
applying the perpetuity formula above for the continuing steady state period.
This model was commonly used for banks before the financial crisis of 2008-9, as
they had been consistently profitably and often paid out 50% or more of their profits
by way of dividends. Today, many have cut back their dividends to nothing and the
dividend discount model is rarely seen.
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6.3
3 Residual Incom
me (Economic Pro
ofit) Mod
del
The residual inc
come mode
el is anotherr way to value a compaany’s equity
y. The idea
e is that the value of a company co
omprises its
s current bo
ook value plus the pres
sent
here
value of all the future econ
nomic profitts that it will generate (or minus the
t economic
e same perp
petuity form
mula as we’v
ve
losses!). You can see that this valuatiion uses the
d above.
used

s model is most
m
successsful where the value of the compaany’s net as
ssets in its
This
bala
ance sheet (or book val ue) is largely reflective
e of their maarket value – or in othe
er
word
ds, their book value (BV
V) is also a fair value.
ome sectors
s, such as b
banking and
d insurance,, companiess are required to ‘mark
kIn so
to-m
market’ or ‘ffair value’ m
many of the
eir assets (eg financial aassets/inve
estments). Such
S
com
mpanies are ideal for th is methodo
ology.
s model also
o uses the cconcept of economic
e
profit. Econo
omic profit is generate
ed
This
when a compan
ny makes a return on equity
e
that exceeds
e
thee cost of equity. So if th
he
mpany makes a return o
on equity off 12% and its cost of eq
quity is 10%
%, then it ma
akes
com
an economic
e
prrofit of 2% o
on the equitty invested (or book vaalue).

e replace ec
conomic pro
ofit in our valuation
v
forrmula abovee, we can se
ee very clea
arly
If we
the key valuatio
on drivers, w
which are:


R
Return
on equity
e
(ROE))



C
Cost
of equity



G
Growth.

n if the com
mpany doesn
n’t make an
n economic profit, as th
he
The formula will work even
mpany will be worth boo
ok value les
ss the prese
ent value of the future economic
com
losses.
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Example: Wells Fargo’s book value of equity is approximately $130bn. The bank’s
return on equity is 13% and the cost of equity is approximately 10%. We estimate the
bank’s long term growth rate to be 2% - roughly in line with the growth rate of the US
economy.
Equity value = $130bn + (13% - 10%) x 130bn
10% - 2%
Equity value = $130bn + $49bn = $179bn
Divided by 5.3bn shares = $34 per share.
At the time of writing, Wells Fargo’s share price is $32 so if we think our assumptions
are right, we could conclude that the company is fairly valued, give or take a couple
of dollars.

6.3.1 The Link with Price to Book Ratios
You can also see a direct link to a relative valuation methodology often used for
banks, the price to book ratio. Here, you can see that Wells Fargo is trading at a
premium to its book value (book value per share is $24.5). And we could consider
that this premium is justified by the future economic profit generation.
UK banks, such as Barclays, Lloyds Banking Group and RBS, on the other hand, are
trading at a significant discount to book value. The implication here is that investors
either don’t believe the book values, or that they are anticipating economic losses.

6.3.2 Economic Moat
The long term value of a company’s share value is clearly directly linked to the
sustainability of the company’s future economic profits. Equity Research Analysts at
Morningstar highlight the importance of companies’ competitive advantage which will
prevent others from chipping away at the future economic profit. This is known as
the company’s ‘economic moat’, a term used by Warren Buffet.
Morningstar analysts rate a company’s economic moat as wide, narrow or none. The
wider the moat, the more likely the future economic profits will be sustained.
Analysts look at the ‘moat trend’ in order to view how sustainable the economic
profits are by looking at past financial results, competitive position and future
prospects.
Strengths such as high barriers of entry, cost advantages and good brand values are
the type of advantages that provide a wide moat.

6.4 Operating Free Cash Flow Model
For most (non-bank) companies, instead of looking at the cash flows for
shareholders, analysts consider the cash flows generated by the company’s
operations (ie before interest) and value those.
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The idea is to fo
orecast exp
plicitly each year of sup
per-normal growth and
d then use a
petuity form
mula to calcu
ulate the terminal value beyond th
his period.
perp
ecast the co mpany’s ca
ash flows ex
xplicitly for a 5-10 year period, we
e
In order to fore
e to conside
er the dynam
mics of the business, its markets and its prospects – or
have
more specifically those ele
ements such
h as prices, volumes an
nd costs tha
at drive profits,
ether with th
he companyy’s investment in capital expenditture and wo
orking capita
al
toge
that determine cash flow.
b
eleme nts to the valuation
v
process:
Therre are five basic


Defining th
he correct ccash flow nu
umber – the
e operating free cash fllow (OpFCF))



Forecasting the comp
pany’s OpFC
CF for the initial forecasst period



ng what is liikely to hap
ppen to cash
h flows afte r the explic
cit forecast
Establishin
period and
d valuing th is (determin
ning a “term
minal value””)



Determinin
ng the corre
ect rate at which
w
we will discount the cash flo
ows – the
weighted average
a
cosst of capital (WACC).



Running th
he calculatio
on to determ
mine the present valuee

6.4.1 Definin
ng Operatting Free Cash
C
Flow
w (OpFCF)
Operating free cash flow iss normally defined
d
as:

6.4.2 Foreca
asting OpF
FCF for the Initial Forecast Peeriod
The initial forec
cast period is one of grrowth and is typically b
between 5 and
a
10 yearrs.
orecast exp
plicitly the whole
w
period
d of rapid g
growth. We can then
The idea is to fo
ume that cash flows revvert to a strraight line trend thereaafter.
assu
duce an Op FCF forecas
st, we need to forecast the key varriables driviing
In order to prod
e and volum
mes, which together
t
dr ive revenue
e and costs.
operrating cash flow – price
Com
mmunication
n of the keyy drivers will not only enable
e
analyysts to build
d more robu
ust
mod
dels but it will
w also allo
ow the mode
el to be flex
xed for chan
nging circum
mstances.
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Analysts will pa
ay particularr attention to
t the impa
act of operaational geariing/leverage
ere many off the costs iin a busines
ss are fixed, small incrreases in rev
venue can drive
d
(whe
sign
nificant incre
eases in pro
ofits and ca
ash flows) an
nd the senssitivity of prrofits and ca
ash
flow
w to changes
s in price.
articular, an
nalysts will ask themse
elves the following queestions:
In pa


Are the ma
arket share growth assumptions liikely to trig
gger aggress
sive price
competitio
on?



Are volume
e increases extrapolate
ed from an unsustaina ble or temp
porarily infla
ated
current lev
vel?



Are prices likely to co
ome under increased prressure from
m customerrs, suppliers
s or
nts to the m
market?
new entran



How are op
perating ma
argins likely
y to move given the cu rrent stage in the life cycle
c
of the com
mpany/indusstry?

Thes
ting – espec
se are there
efore all issu
ues to consider when communicat
c
cially when
M&A
A transactions are pressented to the market. In the case of an acquisition, it will
have
e been value
ed by your company using a DCF process and
d, of course
e, issues
surrounding price, volume
e and margins discusse
ed above wi ll be crucial for analystts
ng to determ
mine the lik
kely success
s of the deal. The moree thoroughly
y they have
tryin
been
n assessed by the com pany and dealt with by
y managem ent in prese
enting the deal,
d
the more convincing and ccredible the strategy will appear.
mple OpFC
CF Forecast
Exam

6.4.3 Establishing the
e Terminal Value
In th
heory, at the
e end of the
e initial grow
wth period the compan
ny reaches a steady sta
ate
where we can fo
orecast the future on a straight lin
ne basis. In
n reality, we
e are using a
what is in all probability
y a curve. A
As we can se
ee from the
straiight line to replicate w
grap
ph below, th
he rate of g rowth that we
w apply in the steadyy state perio
od will make
ea
sign
nificant diffe
erence to th
he value (ass
sume that the value is the area un
nder the gra
aph).
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The following graph
g
illustrrates this:

Valu
uation – Sc
cience & Arrt

The terminal va
alue is often
n 50-60% off the compa
any’s value and may be
e more than
n
% in a situation where the compan
ny is making losses in the initial forecast
f
perriod.
100%
A sm
mall adjustm
ment to assu
umptions in
n the steady
y state perio
od can lead to a
subs
stantially different term
minal value and subseq
quent valuattion.
This
s was a majo
or factor in the over-va
aluation of many of thee dotcom co
ompanies
whic
ch came to the stock m
market in 19
999 and 200
00.
w
to dete
ermine the terminal value.
Therre are two ways
T
multiple approach
h
(i) The
pproach tak
kes the operrating profitts at the en d of the inittial forecastt
The multiple ap
od and applies a multi ple by referrence to pee
er companyy multiples (see our
perio
brieffing paper on
o relative vvaluation). The
T resultin
ng value is tthen discou
unted back to
t
pres
sent value. A downside
e of this metthod is thatt the absolu
ute nature of
o the DCF
apprroach is com
mpromised by using a multiple wh
hich is referrenced to se
ector peers,
mak
king it a rela
ative valuatiion process.
T
steady
y state apprroach
(ii) The
h ties the growth in the terminal p hase to the long term GDP
The steady statte approach
wth trend, using
u
the “G
Gordon Grow
wth Model”::
grow
minal Value = Operatin
ng Free Cash Flow/ (WA
ACC – GDP g
growth)
Term
om the end of
The sum generated by the formula is the amount of cash geenerated fro
f
period for the
e rest of the company’s
s life, discou
unted back to the end of
the forecast
the forecast
f
period. To cal culate its present value we need tto bring it back
b
from th
he
end of the forec
cast period to today’s money. So this part off the calcula
ation is a tw
wo
se process – the DCF frrom the end
d of the forecast period
d is calculatted by the
phas
form
mula and the
e second ph
hase is discounting this sum back
k form the end
e
of the
forecast period.
e GDP growtth for a steaady state grrowth rate,
In practice analysts will su bstitute the
ch might be
e slightly hig
gher. This is to simula
ate continueed growth at
a a level above
whic
GDP
P growth forr a period b efore cash flows revertt to the norrm.
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Clearly, if communications can influence medium to long term growth rate, then this
in turn will influence a major element of the valuation.

6.4.4 Determining the Discount Rate
The discount rate applied to the forecast cash flows is the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) (see our briefing paper on cost of capital). The idea is that the
discounting process takes into account risk – the higher the risk the higher the
discount rate. See section 4.2.

6.4.5 Running the Calculation to Determine Present Value
The example below shows the whole process, using Diageo PLC - producers and
distributers of branded premium spirits, beer and wine.
Example DCF Model – Diageo (WACC 8.3%, Long Term Growth Rate 2%)

© FinanceTalking Ltd
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The table below shows the full calculation, including the estimates of operating free
cash flow.
Diageo Valuation Spreadsheet
The table below shows how sensitive the model is to small changes in the
assumptions of the WACC and steady state growth rates.
As you can see the value increases dramatically as you move towards the top of the
chart (as the cost of capital falls) and as you move to the right (the growth rate
increases). This is why share buy-backs can be so powerful as a tool for enhancing
shareholder value. Similarly communicating a growth strategy effectively will also
have a strong impact on the share price. And of course both together will have a
major impact on the valuation of the business.
Discount rate
G rowth in perpetuity

8.3%
2.0%

O perating profit
Depreciation & amortisation
Movement in working capital
C ashflow from operations
C apital expenditure
T ax
O perating free cash flow
P lus in perpetuity flows
T otal

2013E
£m
3,509
377
(218)
3,668
(445)
(561)
2,662

2014E
£m
3,750
390
(180)
3,960
(458)
(600)
2,902

2015E
P erpetuity
£m
£m
4,090
400
(180)
4,310
(450)
(654)
3,206
3,270.0

2,417

2,662

2,902

3,206

51,905

Discount factor
P resent v alue of forecast cashflows

0.92
2,232.2

0.85
2,269.2

0.79
2,284.6

0.73
2,330.2

0.73

T erminal v alue
T otal E nterprise Value

46,847

L ess: Debt
T otal E quity Value
Number of shares
T arg et share price

© FinanceTalking Ltd

2012E
£m
3,197
364
(200)
3,361
(432)
(512)
2,417

37,730.6
6,450
40,397
2,754
£14.67
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Sensitivity Analysis

At the time of writing, Diageo’s share price is just over £15, which suggests that the
market broadly agrees with our assumptions.

6.5 Interpreting the Result
It is worth remembering that valuation is an art, not a science. Analysts are in the
unfortunate position of having to forecast a relatively short period of a company’s
life, using a historic record which may not be relevant and then having to make broad
assumptions about future growth rates which will have a major impact on valuation.
The example above showed that the flexing of a couple of the variables can lead to a
substantially different result. Obviously in communicating the outlook for a company,
you should ensure that all the variables that are public information are correctly
reflected in the analysts’ models. For example, it is usually relatively straight forward
to correct misapprehensions as to tax or depreciation rates without referring to
information which is not in the public domain. This will help to minimise the range of
valuations in the market.
If a company changes its outlook, ideally Investor Relations should run the adjusted
variables through a ‘dummy’ model to sense check the likely outcome both to near
term forecasts and overall valuation. This will provide some insight into likely share
price movement following publication of the changed outlook.
These models can also be used backwards to establish what assumptions are implicit
in the market’s price, as per our comment about Diageo’s price above.

© FinanceTalking Ltd
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6.6
6 Operatting Cash
h Flow Model
M
- Short-cu
S
ut
For a quick estimate for va
aluing cash flows which
h go on for ever (a perpetuity) we can
use the Gordon
n growth mo
odel to value the next year’s
y
operaating free cash
c
flow
wing in perp
petuity. Cle
early this as
ssumes the same growt
wth rate in th
he short, mid
grow
and long term which
w
may not be realistic.

mple – Using the same company as
a above
Exam
erprise Value = £2.4b
bn = £45.3bn
Ente
8.3% - 3%
bt of £6.4bn
n
Deduct net deb
ue of EQUITY
Y = £38.9b
bn
Valu
de by numb
ber of share
es 2.754bn = £14.12 per
p share.
Divid
e that here we
w have use
y higher lon
ng-term gro
owth rate to
o simulate
Note
ed a slightly
faste
er growth in
nitially follo
owed by a re
eversion to GDP growth
h.

6.7
7 DCF in Practice
e
The example ab
bove illustra
ated the sen
nsitivity of the
t DCF cal culation to small changes
he assumptions. In ord er to assess the appropriateness of DCF as a valuation
in th
tech
hnique we need to be a
aware of its strengths and
a
limitatio
ons.

6.7.1 Advanttages

© FinanceTalking Ltd



Cash is th
he key drive
er - when assessing
a
th
he value of a business earnings
e
orr
profits can
n easily be m
manipulated
d to suggest good perfformance ho
owever it is
much more
e difficult to
o distort the
e cash flows of the bussiness.



An absolu
ute measure
e – DCF doe
es not rely on
o comparissons with similar
companies
s to determiine value. Often
O
in advance of a ru
umoured M&A transacttion,
the markett can make a judgemen
nt as to its attractiveneess based on relative
valuations, some of w
which may not
n be appro
opriate. On
n announcem
ment of a deal,
he
if the DCF variables arre communicated clearrly, this will quickly ensure that th
deal realistic
cally.
market prices in the d



s accountin
ng issues – DCF ignore
es non-cash
h accounting issues an
nd
Eliminates
eliminates the effect o
of differing accounting
g policies fo
or depreciation and
on.
amortisatio



Recognise
es capital e
expenditure
e requireme
ents – Unlik
ke the use of
o EBITDA
multiples, the capex rrequirement of the bus
siness is exp
plicitly take
en into acco
ount,
ue cost of th
he business.
recognising it as a tru
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Provides a long term perspective – DCF relies on long term forecast to
determine value and should not therefore be affected by one exceptional year.



Allows for startup losses – A key advantage of DCF is that it can be used for
startup businesses, currently incurring losses, but expected to produce long
term growth. This allows the calculation of an equity value where other valuation
techniques, based on profit multiples, would be inappropriate.



Explicitly includes the cost of capital – discounting the future cash flows by
the cost of capital explicitly recognises its importance in generating value. The
cost of capital reflects the risks attaching to the company and its funding
structure - the higher the risks the lower the value created by the cash flows
when discounted back. Using the cost of capital is also vital as it charges
management for using a scarce resource. It is important that management
understand the critical role of the cost of capital in the valuation of their
company and are prepared for discussions on the subject in roadshow meetings
with shareholders.



Allows for sensitivity analysis – assumptions can be ‘flexed’ to see the
valuation impact. From a communications perspective this sensitivity also allows
an analysis of what the share price is assuming about the company’s future. If
the DCF implicit in the market capitalisation suggests the market is being very
cautious about its long term assumptions this provides very useful intelligence.
If the Company believes the market is being too cautious then clearly the
management’s long term views of volumes, prices and margins is not getting
across.

6.7.2 Disadvantages
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Validity of assumptions – significant risks attach to all the key variables that
drive cash flow, affecting both the short and long term. When short term
forecasts are reduced this tends to drive down forecasts over the entire forecast
period. Similarly if long term assumptions are reduced their impact is often
magnified due to the terminal value comprising such a large proportion of the
total valuation.



Super-normal growth and returns in initial forecast period – the early period
tends to be a period of super-normal growth. It is difficult to assess how long
this period will last and how growth rates will settle. For example, the mobile
telephony market entered a mature phase much more quickly than the stock
market anticipated.



“Fitting” the result – assumptions during the initial forecast period and the
terminal value phase are highly subjective. This can lead to assumptions being
changed to generate the “right” result – for example, to make an IPO look more
attractive. In effect the person doing the calculation knows the answer they want
to get and changes the assumptions to get the right result.
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6.8
8 Other Methods
M
s for Valu
uation of Compa
anies
DCF techniques
s are often u
used alongs
side relative
e valuation - P/E ratios
s or ratios
olving Enterp
prise Value (see our prrevious briefing paper o
on relative valuation).
invo
How
wever, for lo
oss-making companies
s (biotech orr high-tech companies
s for examp
ple),
relattive valuatio
on will often
n not work. Most relative valuatio
on ratios, lik
ke the P/E,
com
mpare price to
t profits. Clearly if a company makes
m
losse s in the earrly years, then
the ratios will not
n work. C
Crucially rela
ative techniques do no
ot have the long-term
l
spective tha
at is a key fe
eature of DC
CF. So DCF tends to bee used wide
ely for valuing
pers
both
h loss makin
ng companiies and secttors which use
u assets tthat are built for
gene
erating retu
urns over a long timesc
cale.

6.9
9 Summa
ary
Key Valuation Variables

o an enterp
prise is the future returrns that wil l benefit the
e investor.
 The value of
,
There is an
n emphasis on these re
eturns being
g of sound q
quality (ie controllable
c
predictable
e and banka
able). Comp
panies shou
uld give cleaar, accurate
e up-to-datte
earnings guidance and
d clear com
mmunication
n of likely vaariability. Itt is also
t commun
nicate the as
ssumptions on the eco nomics.
important to
s all about rrisk and rew
ward. Risk is
s factored in
estment ma
aths
nto the inve
 Investing is
through us
se of the disscount rate or cost of capital.
c
Thee higher the
e risk the
higher the discount ra
ate and the lower the value of the company. Companies
s
e clear com munication of risk and
d how it is b
being manag
ged with
should give
current foc
cus on finan
ncial and op
perational le
everage/geaaring.
ated long te rm growth rate of earn
nings is a hu
uge influence on the
 The estima
valuation of
o the enterp
prise. A sm
mall increase
e in the long
g term grow
wth rate will
give a large
e increase i n the comp
pany value. Communiccation of gro
owth plans
needs to be
e realistic (w
with referen
nce to GDP for examplee).
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7 Conclu
usion
An understandi
u
ing of DCF vvaluation is a powerful Investor Reelations too
ol.
Understanding how variab les such as the cost off capital and
d long term growth rate
ct your com
mpany’s valu
uation is cru
ucial to effe
ective share holder com
mmunication
ns. It
affec
can be extreme
ely useful to
o run your own
o
simple model whicch will allow
w you to work
kwards to determine th
he long term
m growth ra
ate and/or ccost of capital implicit in
back
yourr company’s
s share pricce.

Ne
eed Morre Help??
If yo
ou would lik
ke FinanceTa
alking to he
elp you with
h financial ttraining and
d/or
com
mmunication
n ideas in th
his area plea
ase contact us on:
+
+44
1572 717000
in
nfo@finance
etalking.com
m
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Disclaimer

Disclaimer
FinanceTalking Ltd bases its information and opinions on sources it believes to be reliable, but no
warranties or conditions, express or implied whether statutory or otherwise are given and such are
expressly excluded including in particular any warranty that any information is complete, correct or
accurate or that it is fit for a particular purpose or any purpose or any warranties or conditions as to title,
quiet possession, satisfactory quality or as to description efficacy usefulness or as to infringement of the
intellectual property or other rights of any person. All such warranties are expressly disclaimed and
excluded. Details and information are subject to change without notice.
FinanceTalking Limited shall not be liable to a user of this service or to any third party for any loss or
injury arising out of the information or any actions taken or not taken in response to any information or a
user's use of (or inability to use) this service including but not limited to any financial loss.
FinanceTalking Limited make no warranty as to the copy right in or any intellectual property rights in any
material posted on our web site or in our briefing papers and copy right and all other intellectual property
rights which exist in the web site or are posted on the web site or which exist in our briefing papers shall
remain the property of FinanceTalking Limited or other the persons entitled thereto absolutely.
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